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Yesterday, the Embedded world 2020 Show (EW2020) has come to an end. Despite the huge 
impact of the new Coronavirus, many of the scheduled meetings had to be cancelled and the 
visitor flow was greatly affected, but TAICENN still had a good opportunity to meet some 
customers and discuss projects and cooperation relationships. 

 

 
 
The booth product show: 
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The live show:  

 
 
TAICENN, is a leading global provider and manufacturer of industrial panel PC, industrial 
display and industrial& embedded PC products, which are designed specifically for systems 
and applications that require excellent performance, high-level reliability and stability, long 
supply period and supports. 
This exhibition mainly show our modular designed solution & products to new and old 
customers, bringing stable and reliable fanless embedded computers, industrial touch panel 
PCs and industrial display products to the industrial automation market; and showing 
customers our unique fast and flexible customization capability. 
 
 

Highlight 1: 
The modular designed industrial panel PC and display system, through the modular display 
panel, touch screen, and PC system, quickly meet the needs of industrial automation field 
and achieve rapid shipment: 
u Full-size inventory, from 10.4 to 24.0 inches; 
u Free CPU platform combination & selection; 
u Accurate EETI algorithm touch solution to provide customers with perfect experience; 
 
 

Highlight 2: 
The full IP65 stainless-steel Pcap. and resistive touch industrial panel PCs. And we will do Be 
simple IP66 test before shipmen in the house, to ensure Full IP65 standard. 
u multiple display sizes available; 
u Both Pcap. and resistive touchscreen can be realized; 
u Customized waterproof connectors & cables to meet site requirements. 
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Finally, A huge "THANK YOU" to our Germany's local support, and every visitor to 
TAICENN's stand in Embedded World 2020. We were more pleasure to have the chance to 
introduce our value and solution products. Also, it was our greatest honor to discuss together.  
 
Looking forward to seeing and working with you in the near future! 
 
Find out more about our embedded solutions and contact us at TAICENN official group 
website: www.taicenn-group.com 


